november 2020
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on some Thursday during 2021!
(hopefully!)

Not the Photo Competition Winner

There have been no photos submitted for the competition since the February meeting so
here’s a photo that perhaps reflects some of our moods this year.
Here’s hoping for more flying related photos over the coming twelve months.

Chairman’s Chat

What is there to say … Hope all are well. It has been testing times for all of us over the past
months in many ways including flying, more for some than others.
On the KHPA front a decision had to be made regarding the last lockdown and thank you to
the committee members for taking the time to consider the matter and make one. Whilst it
may not have been the one everyone would have liked or agreed with it was done with the
best interests of the KHPA in mind.
A big thank you to those who expressed views on the matter for consideration and for the
vast majority who supported the club by doing what was asked. Talking to the odd modeller,
National Trust employee and members of the public, the club’s stance was appreciated. It is a
pity that a few pilots decided to do their own thing but I guess there is always one…or two in
this case.
So, to the future …who's got a crystal ball?! Hopefully the weather will improve and we can
get back into the air, taking into consideration what we need to. I would like to think the
Frostbite would go ahead but think it unlikely due to the restrictions on gatherings. That
should guarantee good weather then. As the year comes to an end we need to think about
the AGM; that could also be awkward re meetings; any thoughts?? Some things will need to
be addressed – election of officers etc but guess this can be done online if necessary – Tim
has been looking at the club constitution and come up with an updated version which will be
sent out to members for consideration. Nothing major, but tidying up a few loose ends and
bringing us into line with most other clubs.
I look forward to things improving as we move into 2021 and whilst there may well be
restrictions that need to be followed, I’m sure we can get more flying in, and alongside it
begin to meet and operate as a club once again. The break from normality may do some good
with new ideas and enthusiasm resulting, getting us active and moving forward.
Fingers crossed will see you soon.
Phippsy

KHPA XC leagues as of 30-11-20
Well, no great surprise that there have been no recent entries, though it was rumoured that
there was at least one nice XC before lockdown. No reports yet, though, so the league is
unchanged. Perhaps the last days of this damp squib of a year will produce some
opportunities for some new names to appear.
XC leagues to 30-09-2020
Hang gliding

Name

1

Graham Phipps

67.0

2

Tim Jones

7.99

Name

Total

Paragliding

1

Steve Hawken

2

Graham Phipps

Total

23.4
12.4

XC flights this month

It seems almost unbelievable that it’s seven years since the free flight fraternity became a
little greyer and quieter with the loss of the larger than life Pete Coad.
A major force in the club and wider community since he literally crashed onto the scene in
1985, he is still a major influence on the club, having been responsible for steering it on a
steady course as chairman for many years, and is widely talked about and quoted even now.

A tribute to Pete’s understated sartorial style at the BOS in 2014
Stories about or involving him have gained mythical status and are guaranteed to cheer up a
dull evening, so I make no apology for filling the rest of this bulletin with remembrances of
Pete. Starting with his own description of his beginnings as an aviator.

The Dawn of the Dog

By Pete “Mad Dog” Coad
My first experience of hang gliding came in
1985 and can only be described as
challenging and character building…for my
instructors, that is.
Lester Cruse was the first to try but he
quickly saw my potential for failure and
soon gave up on me. Brian Phipps was the
next to give it a go but seeing his glider in
the workshop and me in casualty convinced
him that perhaps my future sporting skills
lay in another area.
Upon my return to health Graham took up
the challenge, for he had the wisdom to see
in me what others could not: vast profits
from repairs and spare parts. He soon
talked me into buying my own wing, clearly

to keep his own gliders intact. This proved
to be a wise move, as within weeks of
receiving my Cherokee, it flew too slowly
and ended stuck in a sand dune at Perran
with me on my way to casualty once more.
Elsewhere in the club, cross country flying
was reserved for the vastly experienced,
with masses of hours under their belts.
Leading this Sky God status was Dave
Bazeley who had flown 50+ miles in Italy
while acting as wind dummy for the British
Team. Bill Scott was holding the local
distance record of 18.5 miles with a flight
from Perran to Carbis Bay while Pips was
proving to an unbelieving world that
thermals did operate on the coast. The only

exception to this experienced crew was the
young whippersnapper Monty Pugh who, at
the drop of a hat, would be over the back
almost irrespective of height or lift, a lad
far too big for his britches some would say.
1986 proved to be a bit of a non-year for
me, having to undergo body repairs for
most of it, but ‘87 was to be different.
Striding into the New Year with new
purpose, I was determined to learn how to
crash properly and avoid further visits to
casualty. Armed now with a Clubman and a
Thunderbird vario I was ready to take on
the world.
Having experienced gentle coastal sites and
at best 300ft height gain, the jump up to
Carn Brea was something of a shock. With
Daisy for company and about 10 hours
each under our belts we ascended the
mountain only to be told by the more
experienced pilots who were packing up
that the day had shut down. Unconvinced
by their pessimism, we rushed to rig and
take off and were almost immediately
rewarded with our very first thermal that
hoovered us up to over 1000ft, which at
the time felt like being in space.
Unfortunately, the sink was even stronger
and we were soon brought down to earth,
thankfully with gentle top landings.
’87 was also the year of many firsts and
one of mine came in August at the
picturesque Welsh beauty spot of Merthyr
Tydfil. Large black clouds and forked
lightning convinced Rob and Daisy that
they would be better employed driving, so
they set off for a pub down wind, at a
distance at which they estimated I would
be spat out of the cloud. They weren’t far
wrong and I managed to find them in about

the third bar that I tried, six miles from
take-off. My first ever XC!

Back home, Pips was winning the XC
league, clearly helped by his outstanding
flight to The Lizard from Carn Brea which,
had there been an extra mile of land, would
have also claimed the Kernow distance
record. The other big distance of the year
was Monty achieving just over 30 miles in
Wales.

And another great first from Pete:

I’ll Finish at the Start
Rob Ings begins the saga:
It’s a rare day that’s forecast as a “classic”
72 hours in advance. It’s even rarer that it
coincides with the weekend, and rarer still
that they get it right! But all things came
together on Saturday 13th September
1997.

Friday 12th 18:58: as soon as the words
had left Craig’s mouth (who remembers
legendary Spotlight forecaster Craig Rich?
(Ed)) I was on the phone to the St Ives
Airforce to scramble the squadron for the
next day. As if by prescience, Tim
answered his phone on the “r” of ring and
confirmed that his engagements diary was
indeed clear for the next day. Roger,
likewise. Sorted.

Saturday 13th 08:32: I rang Coady to check
his plans and he duly confirmed that the
term
“classic”
would
not
be
an
inappropriate description of the day’s
potential. He was on for it but had no one
to play with and asked whether the Airforce
would like to share his van for the day.
Does the pope shit in the woods?
The journey up to High Cliff was strangely
lacking in the usual extravagant claims of
mega-mile fantasy flights. There seemed to
be unspoken acceptance that “what will be,
will be”. Instead, a discussion of the
relative merits of various forms of pond
weed was entered into. This club is getting
weird!
A very welcome, and unexpected, detour
was made to St Columb to pick up our
retrieve driver for the day, Bill Scott!
Unknown to the rest of us, Pete had had
the foresight to engage Bill’s services.
Everything sorted. As Jes Flynn is known to
say “Proper Preparation Prevents Piss Poor
Performance!”

Pete himself takes over the retelling:
When the five of us arrived at High Cliff we
saw Patrick carrying his glider to the front
and on his return he confirmed what we all
hoped for. The conditions could only be
described as Damn Good: post cold frontal,
high pressure building with the moderate
NW wind blowing straight up the 800 foot
cliffs. 55 and a bit miles to the south east
lay Start Point, our goal for the day (yet
again) and the furthest that can be
achieved from here in this wind direction.
With the help of our driver and back up
crew, Bill, we are all airborne by around
12:30. Ridge lift proves to be up to 5-600ft

and within 20 minutes I have found a
thermal worthy of my concentration. A
quick glance around puts Rob, Patrick and
Tim well out of my way to the east with
only Roger, who is inland of me and much
higher, to watch out for. A 2-3 up climb
steers me just to the west of Roger who
clearly doesn’t fancy fighting over “my”
thermal. Going through 1000ft sees me
committed to going over the back and as is
normal with sea thermals, the lift weakens
as I drift inland. Roger by now has had a
change of heart and has joined me a couple
of hundred feet below. The 1 up lift is now
a zero and I think a radio call to Bill to
activate his hot pursuit mode would be a
good move. 1600ft turns to 1500 then
1400 as Roger makes a dash for a big field.
I bumble around in search of lift a little
longer before the inevitable happens. Ten
minutes after landing at around the seven
mile mark Roger is on the radio, having
already been picked up by Bill, requesting
that I get my battens out fairly rapidly as
he is keen for another go. I calmly explain
to him that I am waiting at the side of the
road having been packed up for around
nine minutes already!
A “casual” drive by the scenic route sees us
back at an empty site. It stays that way for
about two minutes before Patrick appears,
having aborted his XC. He has failed to
make it back to the ridge and landed a
couple of fields inland.
Once again with the help of Bill, we are
back in the sky by 2:30. Now able to
contact Tim by radio we establish that he
and Rob have landed near Launceston, a
notorious sink hole.
Just before 3:00, Patrick sneaks away
under a good looking cloud to leave Roger
and me to wonder if we have blown a
cracking looking day. But by 3:15, as
Roger is landing, having done a Patrick, I
stumble into a thermal and follow the same
route as earlier, only this time the lift
weakens but does not stop as I go over the
back.
Having worked the half up to 2200ft, I am
now over my earlier landing field and the
lift starts to strengthen as I approach cloud
base at 2400ft. As it’s getting late in the
day and to avoid the Launceston sink hole,
I decide to go into cloud. I reckon 5000ft
should be enough to get me to the inland

thermals and to make up some time. This
is quickly achieved in the 5-6 up lift within
the cloud.
Taking a SE bearing on the compass I
reach 5600ft before the cloud gives way to
the Cornish landscape once more.
A straight glide to Tavistock without any
further lift, and I’m just in time to witness
Patrick landing for about 25 miles. I’m now
at cloudbase which has risen to 3200ft and
Patrick isn’t the only thing that I notice on
the ground: the shadow of a lovely looking
cloud street stretches off towards Start
Point. No turning and very little pitch
control is necessary to stay at base for the
next 12-14 miles but then I’m met with a
blue sky.
The only option is to turn east and run
along the south facing slopes of Dartmoor
in the hope of picking up that one more
thermal that I need. Unfortunately I have
no joy and I’m forced by lack of height to
head towards Ivybridge to land. 1500ft and

the praying is not in vain: the vario starts
to make that lovely sound and I’m on my
way to cloudbase once more. No need to
go into cloud this time, I don’t even have
to stay at base, just a simple glide to goal.
An uneventful landing at 5:15 gives me the
new Cornish record of 55.1 miles in around
two hours with just two thermals!
And the cream on the jam of this
sumptuous Cornish cream tea of a day was
that Karl Sweeney, notoriously easily led
editor of the South Devon newsletter, had
got wind of Pete’s flight and while talking to
him had jumped to the conclusion that Pete
had done it on his newly acquired
paraglider. Pete somehow neglected to
correct the misapprehension, so it was
widely reported that the flight had been
done by paraglider!
What a boy!

